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Hi-Lo MONO LCD/LED ELECTRIC SCREEN MOUNT
Quality - An elegant yet sturdy single column electric trolley mount lift with 500mm smooth electric lifting capacity.

Equally suited to the boardroom as the classroom, it is constructed in the UK with precision engineering, built to last.
Universal - Heavy duty electric lifting capacity with reinforced welded brackets easily mounts displays up to 70” and

100kg. Suits VESA patterns 200-800mm wide x 200-440mm high. Optional brackets for 800mm x 600mm, code 8975.
Mobile or Free Standing - The Hi-Lo Mono is able to be positioned tight to the wall. The free standing mount

incorporates fixing holes in each corner of the base to allow permanent fixing to the floor if desired. Cover caps
provided if the movable free standing solution is required.

Power Up - A neat integrated 4 way power bar for the screen and peripherals is provided as standard, complete with
cover panel, leaving just one cable to the mains socket via a switched fused inlet for additional safety. Cables are

tidied away within the mount head for a professional and safe installation. Includes a 3 metre hi-vis mains input cable
for convenience and safety. Country specific mains cables available.

Delivered ready assembled - all that’s required is to attach the hanger to the screen and the screen to the mount.

Height (Lowered)
Width
Depth

1260mm (Trolley) 1160mm (Floor Mount)
780mm
700mm

Warranty (included)
On-Site

Weight

57kg

Options

Height Adjustment

500mm smooth electric travel

8975 - Heavy Duty Screen Bracket
Set for VESA Mounts up to 800mm
wide x 600mm high

Construction

Steel and aluminium

8601- Screen Security Kit

Finish

Easy clean powder coat to base and mount

Country

5 Years

Made in the UK

Hi-Lo MONO LCD/LED SCREEN MOUNT
ELECTRIC HEIGHT AJDUSTMENT
TROLLEY
CODE 8420

FLOOR MOUNT
CODE 8425

WALL MOUNT
CODE 8430

